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Overtone Study – 12ths full range 
 
Begin this exercise on low B-flat; you’ve probably already had some accidental experience finding 
the F a 12th above low B-flat when working on your octaves, as the 12th tends to speak a little easier 
than the octave itself on this note. As with the octaves, begin with an air attack and focus on a 
smooth descent from the overtone to the fundamental.  
 

	   	   	   	  
	  
As you ascend to D (and its 12th, A), you’ll notice something interesting about the fingering diagram 
– you don’t normally depress the C# key when playing this note, but you will for this exercise. In fact, 
from this point forward you’ll need to pay careful attention to the fingering diagrams below the 
notes. When attempting to get the 12th to sound, it is much easier if the entire tube below the 
relevant tone hole is vented – this makes the shape of the vibrating air column simpler, and the 
higher partial easier to produce. 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	   	  
	  
As the tube gets shorter, you may encounter some difficulty getting the 12th to sound; this is 
perfectly normal. As you did when extending the octaves into the palm keys, walk up chromatically 
from a note that you are confident of (taking care to follow the necessary fingering adjustments) until 
you reach the note you’re aiming for. You may need to repeat this process for many days before 
feeling confident enough to start, say, an F or F-sharp cold, but it will happen with patient, diligent 
work. While working on E, F, and F-sharp, also experiment with skipping ahead to G (see below), as 
it may come a bit easier. 
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When you begin working on the 12ths in the left hand, it’s advantageous to start by producing the 
octave overtone and then switching to the 12th fingering (remembering to keep the tube vented). As 
you progress, you’ll notice that the “12ths” become progressively larger, and you will eventually want 
to start thinking of them as 13ths instead – the notation below gives one approximation of this 
phenomenon, but you may find subtle differences on your own instrument. 
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Once you reach A-sharp in the left hand, you are in effect practicing the altissimo register, and this 
study should go hand-in-hand with your other altissimo work. As you leave the palm keys behind and 
can no longer switch from octave to 12th, continue walking up chromatically from notes that you can 
successfully produce and gradually extend your range. 
 

 (overtone pitch values are approximate) 

 

    
 

 

    
 

 

     


